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“The Commission calls for a continued debate – with Member States, the 
European Parliament and other stakeholders – on how best to stimulate 
regional and national approaches and so unlock the economic potential 
of plant proteins, using current and future policy instruments for a further 
growth of plant protein production in the EU” 

The global demand for protein is projected to double by 2030, and an 
increasing European dependency on imported protein has triggered an 
urgent need for new production systems and value chains for alternative 
proteins for food and feed. 

Via cultivation of grass and clovers, it is possible to produce up to 15-20 
tons of biomass (dry matter) per ha/year. In many cases, this is more than 
twice the yield of cereals under Danish conditions. 

Green biomass most often contain about 20 percent of protein. Via green 
biorefinery it is possible to extract high quality protein, which can be used 
for feed concentrates for animals or – when refined further – can be used 
as food ingredients.

The residue is mainly a fibre pulp that can be used as feed for ruminants, 
but also for producing biobased materials and bioenergy. Another side 
stream is the sugar-rich “brown juice”, which can be used for producing 
biochemicals, bioenergy and recycling of nutrients for fertilizers.
Compared with annual grain crops, perennial green crops will have 
significant positive environmental impacts, including low pesticide use, 
efficient nutrient uptake and high capacity for soil carbon sequestration. 
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on the development of plant proteins in the European Union

Green, sustainable crops can significantly increase 
the European production of plant protein.


